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Introduction Nowadays different public web services gain more and more popularity. It is hard to find internet user who does not know about Google Search, Google Maps or Flickr web services. All these services are widely used by developers to easily enhance their web applications functionality, maintainability and increase quality. Due to the growth of web applications there is an increasing demand for web application development and their integration. This thesis is aimed to give an overview of current web integration possibilities. Also to show different approaches used nowadays, describe them and give some kind of estimation, what is the most appropriate usage for them. It is a very important issue how to develop complex web applications efficiently, improve their quality and lower cost of maintenance. Web is very good platform for integration because we do not need to know which technology was used to implement one or other web applications, we simply try to integrate two web applications using web standards such as HTTP, XML, JavaScript. The main aim of this thesis is to give an overview how it is possible to integrate web applications nowadays and present (designed and implemented by author and outlined by supervisor) an XML based protocol for integrating two web applications developed using Aranea Web and Integration Framework[1].



Prerequisites This thesis implies the knowledge of basic web software development. Programming in Java and knowledge the basics of Aranea framework are useful, because protocol and demo applications implemented by author are written using Java language and in mentioned above framework.
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Contributions and Outline In first chapter of this thesis an overview of different web integration approaches will be given, such as integration at the presentation layer, functional layer integration and their combination. In the second chapter we will show more closely remote integration of web services which are based on WSRP specification. This approach is similar to solution designed by author, but is based on a different technology. The third chapter describes designed and implemented XML based protocol for integrating web applications. Example brought in this chapter is based on Aranea Web and Integration Framework. Protocol and examples implementations are available on CD (see Appendix A) attached to this work. The main contribution is XML base protocol prototyped and implemented during this work. This protocol is the result of research done on available web integration solutions. Also different web integration techniques are learned and described. Author gives estimation where these techniques could be used and also introduces some pros and cons arguments.
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Chapter 1 1. Web Integration Overview Web integration[2] is leveraging the enormous success of the Web Browser to access services and information on the Web. Web integration allows for fast integration of any web content, different remote application into own portals, blogs and other web applications. Creating composite applications[3] from reusable components or modules is an important technique in software engineering and data management. A large body of research and development exists in integration-related areas such as enterprise application integration, enterprise information integration, and service composition. However, most of these efforts focus on simplifying integration at the data or application level, while little work has been done to facilitate integration at the presentation level.



1.1. Integration Aggregating Content The simplest way to integrate the Web is aggregating some piece of HTML into own application (see Figure 1). Such kind of integration is simple web presentation layer integration and allows user to collaborate with an application and give access to a content of a remote application. Web developer can easily change HTML source to adapt it for needed purposes and put it into most suitable place in developed application.



Web application



HTML content



Figure 1. Web Aggregation (some piece of HTML included into web application).
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In such a case user implicitly accesses remote application and gets some result back. This result, in our case HTML response, in generally not controlled by developer, so it can be different for the same request, because remote application can change logic of request processing. Content aggregation is one of the ways of web integration and is used in public services, blogs and some other web sites to increase their functionality. Every public service vendor tries to increase service’s popularity, so aggregates a lot of different usable content in one page to make content more rich. This also simplifies service usage for the end user.



FIGURE 2. Google Search HTML source. As example, Google Search service could be shown in this paper, because of its popularity and reputation. To integrate existing application one has to take a search form HTML provided by Google (see Figure 2) and put it into a suitable place. It is very simple to add this source, but as we see when form is submitted user is redirected to different location (google search page). This action is not appropriate in some cases.



1.1.1. Web Scraping Sometimes it is needed to extract information from the HTML source of web page, such technique known as web scraping[3] or screen scraping. In this context, screen scraping means the process by which a tool attempts to extract information from the content provider by attempting to parse the provider’s web pages, which were originally intended for human consumption. This method works better with sites which have well defined structure of pages.



1.1.2. Summary To summarize web content aggregation principle, it is important to pick out some pros and cons which are deserving mention. Pros:
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•



Simplicity of use: everyone who is familiar with web and HTML could use such integration principle in developing their applications.



•



Content that is provided to end user is identical (simply copied), so it is easier for user to use such aggregated services, because they are already familiar with their user interfaces. For instance, in the case of integration Google Search, which is very popular web service, it’s hard to find somebody who does not know how to use it.



Cons: •



Usually HTML content of remote service is copied (see Figure 2), so it is hard to detect changes initiated by the user directly on the application, as there is no support for the communication of UI events (or we must overwrite a large part of copied content to make it possible).



•



Also interaction with application is very simple: user initiates some actions so, that request is sent to remote application, remote application processes this request and displays the response, which in some cases is hard to process by local application and put result in the needed place (used in web scraping). So some kind of redirection to remote service is performed (as we saw in example with Google Search service). Also the response returned as a result of interaction is very hard to distinguish and process.



•



Remote application web interface is not guaranteed to be stable, as there is no commitment to its stability by the application provider. It is good only if we want to stay up to date and get fresh information from the service.



If to talk about users of content aggregation integration principle, then we see such public services and applications, which are not critical for their content and interaction result. The main purpose is to integrate a lot of different remote services into one page giving user opportunity to interact with them convenient from one place and extract necessary information.
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In the enterprise applications such approach is not very suitable, because almost all interactions must return result according to specification. Not stable remote applications with hardly processed results cannot be good candidates for content aggregating integration principle in enterprise applications.



1.2. Integration Using API Web integration using API can be divided into two types: integration on business layer without presentation data and integration on presentation layer. The first type of integration provides direct access to business logic of applications. This type of integration implies that web developer who integrates own application with provided service using API has to process data returned as the result and to represent it in such form which is more appropriate for end users. This type of integration is very popular and gains more popularity with the growth of number of different web services available nowadays. In this paper the second integration type will be looked more closely. When this type of integration is used, then API provided by service allows communicate with service’s content and react to user interface changes. The service vendor provides a description of its user interface and an API to manipulate it at runtime. The goal of web developer is to build composite applications that leverage the components’ individual user interfaces. With the growing the amount of web services which provide own API for interaction, mashups began more popular.



1.2.1. Mashups Web mashups[4] are websites that wrap and reuse contents provided by third parties as web sites or services, often accompanied by a proper API. Mashups are not only application that work with third party API, first mashups were build using web scraping technique described before. For the first mashups, third party services’ providers did not know that their applications’ content is reused. For example, first mashups with Google Maps are built so, that whole JavaScript code was included and needed functions used.
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When official release of Google Maps API[5] became available then it got simpler and more convenient for web developers to build such mashups. The architecture of Mashup web applications is always composed of three parts [6]: •



The content provider: it is the source of the data. Data is made available using an API and different web-protocols such as RSS, REST, and Web Service.



•



The Mashup site: it is the web application which provides the new service using different data sources that are not owned by it.



•



The client web browser: is the user interface of the Mashup. In a web-application, the content can be mashed by the client web browsers using client side web language for example JavaScript.



There are some mashup genres[7] that are typically distinguished: •



Mapping mashups. People are collecting a prodigious amount of data about different entities and activities, both of which are wont to be annotated with locations. All of these diverse data sets that contain location data are just screaming to be presented graphically using maps (Google Maps or Yahoo Maps).



•



Video and photo mashups. Because these content providers have metadata associated with the images they host (such as who took the picture, what this picture about, where and when it was taken, and more), mashup designers can mash photos with other information that can be associated with the metadata (for example, Flickr provides API for such purposes).



•



Search and shopping mashups. To facilitate mashups and other interesting Web applications, consumer marketplaces such as eBay and Amazon have released APIs for programmatically accessing their content.



•



News mashups. News sources have used syndication technologies like RSS[8]. Syndication feed mashups can aggregate a user's feeds and present them over the web, creating a personalized newspaper that caters to the reader's particular interests.
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The key observations are that presentation components require: •



holding application state (e.g., the location and the zoom level for maps);



•



operations to request state changes;



•



events to notify state changes, mainly occurring due to user interactions;



•



layout and appearance characteristics to give a consistent look and feel to the composite application.



One of the most popular services which used in different mashups is Google Maps. Further we give a short overview of the service.



1.2.2. Google Maps Example The Google Maps API is built on JavaScript and gives opportunity to embed Google Maps application into one’s web pages. Provided API is rich enough to interact with Google Maps application. It provides following possibilities: •



Loading map objects with opportunity to set different properties (size, location, etc.).



•



Register different event listeners to react to user interactions on the map.



•



Set different map controls, such as zoom control, map scale control, map type control (to switch between Map and Satellite views)



•



Use different overlays (markers, polygons, etc.). Overlays are objects on the map that are tied to latitude/longitude coordinates, so they move when you drag or zoom the map [5].



•



Interact with map services, to set different markers on the map using some data provided in XML format or to convert addresses specified into geographic coordinates.



•



Localization of map is possible (names for controls, notices, driving directions may be localized).
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On Figure 3 simple HTML code using Google Maps API is represented. On line 7 JavaScript API is included and on line 12 initialization function is provided. In this function a Map object is created, position property is used to set it in a proper way and necessary coordinates are provided to show needed geographical place on the map. On line 22 a div element is used to define the area where loaded map is situated on the page. On current example map is initialized as far as this page loaded (see line 21).



Figure 3. Google Map API usage. It is quite simple to include Google Map service in own application. Also it is very simple to add different map controls using API, addControl method is provided for such purposes, and after line 15 one can add a code map.addControl(new GMapTypeControl()); which puts a control on the map for switching map types. To add some kind of event listeners GEvent object is used. To add an event which determines that user performs a click on the map following code might be added: GEvent.addListener(map,"click",function() { alert("You clicked the map."); }
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Most of web presentation integrations which use Google Maps API are done based on events. When somebody selects some place on the map, even is fired and application may initiate some action (for, example change picture to one that associated with place selected). This example shows what such kind of APIs allow to do with them and from the other side shows that API might be very rich and complicated (one can add different event listeners and perform needed modification to own application, when listeners are invoked). This provides a lot of possibilities for web developer to build own mashup more flexible.



1.2.3. Summary As with the content aggregation principle we want to summarize just described technique and show following pro arguments: •



Integration using API is much more flexible and clear for web developer. Usually when some service provider publishes API for service, then it wants a lot of people use his service. Also good documentation of service usage is present, and different usage examples are provided.



Con arguments: •



The developer needs to be intimately familiar with the details of each component, the integration code is not reusable, and components become tightly coupled.



•



Since every service provider develops own API, integration with different services need knowledge of different APIs and it becomes harder to maintain applications built using such technique.



•



Code isolation is not guaranteed (i.e., code collision of two JavaScript source codes), and conflicts among UI components may occur.



Web integration using API is very specific kind of integration, this means that each service which provide API solves own problems. The main problem often is how to make given service more popular. For this purpose every provider tries to build richer API and
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give flexibility to end users. Such services usually give opportunity to work with specific kind of information, as already mentioned more popular directions are maps, video and pictures, news. For such problems this technique is the best, because it is very hard to find some other kind of interaction with specific services than concrete API. We see this principle usage more in different public portals, but it is easy to see that it also can be used in some enterprise applications, because of specific character of this kind of integration.
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Chapter 2 2. Web Services for Remote Portlets In previous chapter integration using API was represented. As mentioned it is very specific and every service has own API. Such approach is not very effective and abcense of standard adversely affects web applications development speed. Web Services for Remote Portlets[9] (further WSRP) standard helps to solve this kind of problem. The WSRP specification[9] defines a web service interface for accessing and interacting with interactive presentation-oriented web services. It has been produced through the joint efforts of the Web Services for Interactive Applications and Web Services for Remote Portals OASIS Technical Committees. It is based on the requirements gathered by both committees and on the concrete proposals to both committees. Scenarios that motivate WSRP functionality include [10]: •



content hosts, such as portal servers, providing portlets as presentation-oriented web services that can be used by aggregation engines;



•



content aggregators, such as portal servers, consuming presentation-oriented web services provided by portal or non-portal content providers and integrating them into a portal framework.



2.1. Portal And Portlet Before WSRP architecture is presented, we need to introduce what does portal and portlet terms mean. In this thesis portal means a web application, which user interface and some behaviour may be tuned by end user. Content of this application may be changed by user also. Portal aggregates some content and other web applications inside itself and gives opportunity to user to interact with all this content from one page. Portlet in own turn may be defined as small web application which is aggregated to portal page. Portlet is web component which is controlled by container and is able to process requests and generate dynamic content. Portlets can be different. Some of them are based 14



on standards others are not. Java Portlet Specification (JSR-168)[11] defines standard API for portals which are based on J2EE[12] platform. The aim of this specification is to define standards with help of every portlet developed accordingly could be aggregated into portal which supports this specification. Every such portlet generates markup which is then aggregated into portal and is accessible to end user.



2.2. Architecture WSRP protocol describes main actors of its architecture. WSRP Specification defines following protocol actors of WSRP architecture: •



WSRP-producer. This is a web service, which contains one or more portlets and implements a set of WSRP interfaces giving opportunity to communicate for consumers. Accordingly to implementation producer can expose only one portlet or provide an environment (container) for deployment and management of many portlets. WSRP-producer is real web service which is defined using standard WSDL document.



•



WSRP-portlet. WSRP-portlet is a user interface component which is executed inside WSRP-producer and which is accessible remotely using interface defined by producer. WSRP-portlet is not a web service by its nature (one cannot directly access portlet, this could be made through producer).



•



WSRP-consumer: This may be named as web service client that executes exposed by WSRP-provider web services and provides for users environment for interactions with portlets given by one or more providers. The most widespread example of WSRP-consumer is portal.



As mentioned above, WSRP defines a set of common interfaces, which all WSRPproducers must implement and which WSRP-consumers must use for interaction with executed remotely portlets. Standardization of these interfaces gives opportunity to portal to interact with remotely executed portlets in common way, because there is strictly defined mechanism for interaction with any WSRP compatible producer. WSRP specification expects from any producer implementation of two mandatory interfaces and
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at the same time defines two other not mandatory interfaces, which may be implemented by producers or not. They are: •



Service Description Interface (mandatory): Service Description Interface gives opportunity to WSRP-provider to expose information about its possibilities for potential consumers. WSRP-consumer can use this interface for doing requests about portlets producer can provide, also for requesting additional metadata about given producer. There can be information about needed registration or cookie initialization before interaction with portlets which is important to properly interact with portlets.



•



Mark-up Interface (mandatory): Used to request and interact with markup fragments. Markup Interface gives opportunity for interaction of WSRP-consumer and portlet which is remotely executed on producer side. For example, consumer can use this interface for initiation of some actions when user interacts with portlet markup on portal page. Besides that, portal may need simply access the last markup fragment of portlet according to its current state (for instance, when portal user refreshes the page of interacts with different portlet on the same portal page).



•



Registration Interface (not mandatory): An interface used to establish a relationship between WSRP-producer and consumer. Registration Interface allows to WSRP-producer to require from WSRP-consumer to fulfill registration before an interaction with portlets using two interfaces described before. Registration Interface works as mechanism which allow to producer and consumer to begin dialog about their possibilities.



•



Portlet Management Interface (not mandatory): Portlet Management Interface grants access to the lifecycle of the hosted portlets. This interface also includes Property Management, which enables programmatic access to a portlet’s persistant state. Using this interface consumer has opportunity to tune portlet’s behaviour or simply destroy remotely executed portlet instance.
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2.3. Process Flow The typical flow of interactions between these actors is: •



Consumer “discovers” the producer (get producer’s metadata).



•



Relationship between the consumer and producer is established (security information may be sent).



•



Relationship between the consumer and end user is established (authentication of end user).



•



Initial page requesting from producer.



•



User interactions processing. The consumer will process this invocation to determine the producer/portlet that the interaction has targeted. Since the resulting invocation of that portlet is likely to change its state the consumer must also save this state and provide in future interactions.



•



Destruction of relationships. Producers and consumers may choose to end a registration relationship at any time.



Figure 4. Request/Response Flow Between Producer and Consumer Applications. [13] 17



Typically a SOAP message is sent to a producer as request for concrete portlet markup and SAOP response is sent back as result (This could be seen from Figure 4).



2.4. Example To simpler understand the process of interaction between consumer and producer small example is provided here. Assume that we have simple search form and it is exposed as remote portlet. As the result of the search initiated by the end user a search result page is displayed. This portlet is integrated into portal and end user interacts with a portal page accordingly. This example is based on WebLogic Portal framework[14] which is one that implements WSRP protocol. The portal uses WSRP to get the markup (in this case, the HTML generated for this portlet) from the producer. When the WebLogic Portal framework finds a remote portlet in a page, it does the following [15]: •



Sends a getMarkup message to the producer and receives the response from the producer.



•



Collects the markup from the producer's response and aggregates into the portal page.



To uniquely identify remote portlet consumer sends portletHandle which was assigned by producer. When search form initially requested then getMarkup message with this portletHadle is sent. Also portletInstanceKey (indentifies portlet instance) and namespacePrefix (solves problem of namespace collision), mode and windowState are assigned by consumer which defines the window mode and state of remote portlet. In the WSRP protocol, the consumer keeps track of the mode and window state of the portlet. Let's now look at what the WebLogic Portal producer does when it receives a getMarkup request from a consumer [15]: •



Based on the portletHandle, the producer identifies the corresponding portlet.



•



The producer invokes the begin action and includes the beginning (search) page.
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•



The producer then collects the response and creates the SOAP response message.



The main part of the response is a markupString that includes response generated by portlet, in our example this is HTML generated which represents search form. In response form input names are overriten and namespacePrefix as prefix is added to their names to exclude namespace collision. Also HTTP session id is generated by producer and returned to consumer. Portal consumer stores this session id in its user's HTTP session and supplies it with future getMarkup, performBlockingInteraction, and handleEvents requests. After receiving the response for the getMarkup request, WebLogic Portal consumer extracts the markupString and writes it to the portal's HTTP response, making the portlet visible to the end user. Let's now see what happens when a user fills out and submits the form in the search portlet. The consumer does the following to communicate the user's request to the producer: •



The consumer extracts all parameters from the incoming HTTP request. These parameters include all the query parameters and form parameters.



•



The consumer sends a performBlockingInteraction request to the producer.



Session id is also provided in request to access right state on remote portlet. For each user interacting with a consumer, the consumer maintains one session with each producer. Producer in own turn: •



Finds corresponding portlet corresponding to portletHandle.



•



Producer decodes interactionState element to identify action is invoked by consumer, then executes action and returns response.



Response returned by producer may be of two types: one that contains already generated markup and the second which contains only navigationalState element where next page identifier is included. In second case consumer must send one more request with this navigationalState parameter to extract generated by producer markup of next page (in our case result of the search).
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This example shows that interaction between consumer and producer happens according to standard and WSRP protocol is designed to make easier integration in the web.



2.5. Summary Because WSRP protocol initially was designed to simplify and make possible integrate remote applications, then pluses are very logical: •



It is a standard with a good specification. In previous chapter integration using API was introduced where every provider realizes own interfaces for interaction with its services, here a step forward is done and communication in standard way gives opportunity for different providers to interact and integrate services implementing described protocol without any problems.



•



As it is a standard, some big vendors such as BEA, IBM and others included implementation of this protocol in their products, which simplifies web developer life when making integration between such services.



The disadvantages of WSRP protocol are: •



This protocol is based on portlet specification and needs portlet container to implement integration between services.



•



Protocol defines a lot of different things that are unnecessary and may be characterized as small details (such as markup standardization).
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Chapter 3 3. Lightweight Web Integration In this chapter lightweight web integration is described is using a simple protocol proposed by supervisor and designed and implemented by author. This protocol is aimed to give an opportunity for integration of web applications by means of HTTP and XML. This protocol requires only a common web container. This protocol is designed by the author and the name WCRI is given to it which stands for Web Component Remote Integration.



3.1. Overview When developing large web applications it usually happens that they grow very large and they are hard to maintain. But it is also possible that you write two different applications based on the same domain and use part of similar business logic. Here integration comes to help make written code reusable and not only business logic, but web layer as well. Also it gives opportunity to update remote application versions without any problems, one can work with local application and only remote application is not accessible for some period of time (typically this period is very short). Assume that there are two web applications and it is known that some administrative part is the same. In this case it is appropriate to reuse already written administrative module deploying it as independent application and integrating with it these two web applications. It reduces code written for the second application and increase maintainability. For this purpose WCRI protocol suites very well. Second good usage of this protocol could be migration from legacy applications. Legacy applications rewriting is very difficult and time consuming process. Legacy application could be integrated into new application and rewritten step by step. This allows end users to access old application and perform all operations they did before, at the same time use new functionality from the same place. Of course such kind of task is not simple to accomplish, but in some cases is necessary. 21



To implement legacy migration it is necessary to modify legacy application in the way it could work with WCRI protocol. This installation must not be so hard. One needs to implement some adapter (filter) which translates WCRI request into request that is suitable to application logic, also response wrapper must be implemented which returns serialized state, markup included into WCRI response. Another good side of WCRI protocol is opportunity to integrate a lot of applications to produce some kind of network with WCRI protocol between them (see Figure 5). In such a case root application has functionality of all children applications and their children which increases application value. Of course performance is very important aspect when building such kind of integration and author think that it is quite reasonable to limit depth of this tree to three or less. In the case it greater than three, communication latency may be so big that it would be inappropriate for end users to use such application.



WCRI WCRI



WCRI



Figure 5. Applications aggregated into network using WCRI protocol. The protocol is based on XML and HTTP transport. This choice was done based on such a principle that XML is common known and widespread format that very good suites for transferring data and for description of the protocol. HTTP in own turn is a natural environment and transport for web a application. Terms consumer and producer are used here for description of protocol which have the same meaning as described in previous chapter.
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The principle of work of WCRI protocol is very similar to WSRP one and it is shown on Figure 6. Consumer sends POST request over HTTP to producer where one of the parameters is XML which contains all attributes needed to extract markup from remote application. Producer handles request, combines response and sends it back as simple HTTP response with XML data in it. Note, that adapters exist on both side. Adapter on consumer side (marked as A1 on the figure) takes information submitted by end user and encodes it into XML format described by WCRI protocol, on producer side adapter (A2) decodes this information and sends standard HTTP request to application integration is built with.



WCRI request



Consumer



Producer WCRI response A1



A2



Figure 6. WCRI request/response flow. All requests sent by end user when interacting with remote part of application handled by consumer. The last one identifies a producer to send request to and sends already encoded XML request using WCRI protocol.



3.1.1. Registration and Remote Application Discovery Because it is assumed that integration is done with collaboration of both sides: consumer and producer, then it unnecessary to develop some mechanism for registration and discovering of remote application. In this work remote application is published and accessed using concrete URL. Consumer sends typical request over HTTP to given URL which is very simple and at the same time standard communication way.
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3.1.2. Security Security is not described in this protocol. Defining security part is unnecessary and could be achieved using some different security frameworks and standards. For example, if remote application requires some kind of authentication, then consumer could use some security framework or other standard tool to authenticate. In this case producer must return some authentication token which is included in WCRI request during communication as simple parameter.



3.1.3. Response composing It was mentioned that remote application is reusable module and it could be published as independent application. One may assume that this module may be accessed as separate web application and it is true. Remote application may be configured in such a way that it works as usual web application. In the case request is done from other application which wants integration to be done (means that request is done using WCRI protocol), special response filter is executed. This response filter then is responsible to cut out some html tags (html, body) and encode response to WCRI response. Some extra HTTP request parameter may be used for such purpose (for example, remote=true) or HTTP header talking to remote application that communication uses WCRI protocol.



3.2. Architecture WCRI protocol by its nature consists of XML based request and response objects. These two objects are described here.



3.2.1. WCRI Request WCRI request (see also Appendix B) consists of following parts: •



remoteState element. This element contains state of remote application which must be restored on producer side. It in own turn consists of many stateEntry elements which may be characterized as key value pairs, because
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have entryName and entryValue attributes to hold key and value correspondingly. •



session element. This element contains sessionId attribute to identify and execute right HTTP session on producer side.



•



applicationNamespace element. This element contains local application namespace prefix which must be added by remote producer to form input elements’ names to avoid naming collisions.



•



event element. This element is used to indicate event which is executed as a result of interaction end user with a part of markup of remote application. eventName attribute is used to send event id to producer.



•



parameters element. This element contains usual HTTP parameters which may be sent by consumer simply when establishing communication or as result of interaction of user with markup returned by remote application. This element contains many Parameter elements which have name and value attributes and are meant for parameter name and value correspondingly.



3.2.2. WCRI Response WCRI response (see also Appendix C) consists of following parts: •



applicationState element. Contains information about remote application state which consumer must provide with each WCRI request to producer to restore corresponding state. As in the case of WCRI request it consists of many stateEntry elements where entryName and entryValue are used to hold information about state.



•



session element. This element contains sessionId attribute to which is generated by remote application and represents HTTP session. It must be saved on consumer side and provided on each WCRI request during communication of end user with remote application.
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•



messages element. This element is intended for some info or error messages that producer could add and consumer must process and add to corresponding place on its side.



•



resources element. Contains a set of external resources (JavaScript libraries, CSS files) that are used by remote application. Consumer must process this element and add links to these resources in local application.



•



response element. Used to return HTML markup generated by producer and consumer is able to add this markup to corresponding place.



•



responseXml element. This element is introduced in WCRI protocol to return some additional information that producer could return for consumer in structured XML format. Because information is represented in structured way, consumer could simpler extract needed data and processes this correspondingly. Consumer and producer must by themselves come to an agreement what kind of data and in what format would be sent.



•



exception element. This element is included in response only if exception is occurred on producer side. When WCRI response is return to consumer and exception part is not missing, then consumer could handle this situation and show some message to end user.



In future it is possible to add some other elements to WCRI response to give opportunity to developer to extend protocol and add some additional information which may be helpful or unavoidable when returning response to application.



3.3. Implementation Based On Aranea Framework Implementation is done using Aranea Web and Integration Framework. This framework gives opportunity to integrate with others web frameworks and enlarge in such way integration capabilities. Source code of implemented demo is attached on CD (see Appendix A).



3.3.1. Process Flow
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Process flow of integration based on WCRI protocol is following: 1. Request remote application at the first time. 2. Receive response back. 3. If response contains error (exception part present in XML response), then show some polite message to end user about remote application is not accessible right now and end this process. 4. If exception part missing, then save state of the remote application in local side. Extract markup generated by remote application and add this to corresponding place in local application. In the case remote application send some additional XML response then process this. At the end add info, error messages returned in the response. 5. User interact with local application and initiates event to remote application. 6. Local application processes corresponding HTTP request and determines that event must be sent to remote application. 7. Local application takes saved state which was saved in step 4, encodes WCRI request adding event name, parameters, session, namespace and sends request to producer. 8. Activity is repeated begining from the 2. step.



3.3.2. Implementation and Example Implemetation main components are adapter (A1) (see Figure 6) on cosumer side, adapter A2 on producer side, response and exception wrappers on producer side. These components are introduced here. To better understand how WCRI works, we show an example which was implemented in demo application. In example application user can add some person to remote applicaion. Let’s see what happens when user interacts with this application. The role of adapter (A1) on consumer side accomplishes RemoteWidget class. This class takes url of remote application to establish connection and communicate. Main
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purpose of this class is to fulfill all steps of process flow described. It makes request to remote application using url specified. In first WCRI request only namespace prefix (see Figure 7) is added.



Figure 7. First WCRI request (XML fragment). When WCRI response is back (see Figure 8), then remote application state, session id, messages are decoded and saved in RemoteWidget state. Also markup is extracted from response and some processing is done to cut out some parts (for example, HTML body and form tags or other unnecessary elements). This markup is saved and included into RemoteWidget response when rendering is called. Result of such request is represented on Figure 9.



Figure 8. WCRI response (XML fragmet, HTML form code is large enough to include in example) When end user interactes with markup included into local application (Figure 9) (for example, types first name and clicks on ‚OK’ button), event is processed by RemoteWidget, this event encoded into WCRI request and redirected to remote application. In WCRI request saved session id, remote application state, event name and parameters came with request are included (see Figure 10).
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Figure 9. Person managing form integrated into local application. On producer side AraneaRemoteFilter is deployed (A2, see Figure 6) which waits remote WCRI request, decodes this, transformates to appropriate parameters for remote application and sends simple HTTP request to producer.



Figure 10. WCRI request with state saved, session, event and parameters. Remote application gathers response, messages or generate some exception. In error case, exception is encoded into WCRI response and sent back to consumer. When response is generated without errors then messages produced by application and markup generated are encoded into WCRI response (Figure 8) in RemoteHttpOutputDataWrapper class. Messages are shown on Figure 11. Also remote application state and session id generated are added to response in this wrapper.
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Figure 11. WCRI response „messages” fragment. When remote application is not accessible or exception is returned in WCRI response then error message is shown and user cannot access remote application functionality, but can continue to work with other functionality of local application. Remote application resources may be added into WCRI response in response wrapper, but in demo implementation they are not used.



3.3.3. Demo installation For implemetation of demo applications following main technologies were used: •



Java (version 1.4)



•



Jetty (version 5.1)



•



Ant (version 1.6.4)



•



Aranea Web Framework (version 1.1 RC-1)



Demo implemetation is available on CD attached.
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Summary The aim of this paper was to describe different web integration techniques, because nowadays there a lot of web services offer different solutions which may be reused in others web application increasing their functionality. Also one of the aims and tasks of this paper was prototyping simple web integration protocol which needs HTTP transport and web container for own work. In theoretical part of this thesis such integration principles were introduces as: •



integration with simply aggregating content;



•



integration using API;



•



integration using WSRP protocol.



For every type of integration author tried to give some pros and cons arguments and potential area of usage. Integration aggregating content is very simple technique but it not suitable for large applications because it has no any standard. One can use it in simple web pages extending its functionality and aggregating different services in one place. Integration using API is very specific, typically such web services providers solve concrete problems and provide strict API which defines what kind of operations is possible to accomplish using this service. One of the minuses of this type of integration is that web developer needs to be familiar with each service API to use it effectively. More popular services used to integrate with are services which provide maps, video, photo, news content (such as Google Maps, Flickr). WSRP protocol in own turn provide standard protocol which is more suitable for large enterprise applications. It has a good specification and supported by large vendors such as BEA, IBM, and a lot of tools are already developed to help web developer to do interaction between local and remote application invisible. But one of the conditions is portlet container which is one of the minuses author introduce in this paper.
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In practical part research was made to find a way how it is possible to integrate applications using only web container and HTTP transport. Simple integration protocol codenamed WCRI (Web Component Remote Integration) was introduced and prototyped. It is aimed to do possible simpler migration of legacy applications, to move some reusable logic in remote application and integrate with it, to allow building integration with applications that already integrated with others. It is base on XML protocol described in this work, simple and easy to implement.
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Lihtne veebi integreerimine Selle töö eesmärk on ...
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Appendix A. Demo Application WCRI protocol demo application on CD.
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Appendix B. WCRI Request      Root of WCRI protocol corresponds to message sent to remote application                                
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Appendix C. WCRI Response      Root of WCRI protocol corresponds to response sent from remote application                                 
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